
11/8/73 
Dear Tom, 

day before 
Your letter of 11/1/ postmarked 11/111, did not arrive until/yesterday, when I 

read it but had to lay it aside to complete work on legal papers that had to be filed 
by yesterday p.m. Sorry I could not respond earlier. 

lee, of course you may come. However, you will also please understand that unlike 
Penn, who can mad a fairly flexible life (and with his wife can be two of the world's 
moat thoughtful.and conaide ate hosts), I work at an intensive pace. I write this 
at 5 a.m. and I worked until 11 last night. I am working on a large book and there 
is a rush on its completion. 

After two days of intermittent puzzling, I thick I've gigured out what you meant 
by saying I have autopsy pictures for $21.00. I don to I did have some tee= copies of 
the past of Pbat MPrtem. I dAn't know if any are left. 

I suppose from the way you write that you will have a oar. You do not say where 
you will be near here. We are less than.10 minutes from the oliday Inn in Frederick. 
That and the State Police It rrseks opposite it are the best landmark. They are at 
40W and Baughman's Lane. Prom there turn from 40 onto B lane to Shooketorn Road, there 
turn left to Old Receiver Road, where you turn right for .3 miles and we are on the 
lefty in a patch of woods that hides the house. This is in the flat just as you go 
down a ehort, steep 'S curve. 

If you come from the north, it is i bit faster to leave US 15 at Rosemont, 
going to the right on Rosemont Ave. The first road on the left then is the beginning 
of Shooketown Road. The installations are the same as the other way. If you come from 
Hagerstown on 170 Ivtake the first Frederick exit, which is within a city block of 
the crossover you have to take to cross 40, so get into the left lane on 40 immediately. 
Opposite the crossover is a country road, Bowers Lane. Tke it to Shookstown Road. If 
you miss the crossover go the couple of miles to the State Police Barracks and you 
have the instructions. If you come from Washington, it will be as the first, at the 
barrakiks. 

Glad you are getting out. Sorry I don't have time for more. 

Best, 
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